
Computer graphics Programming Assignment 2

Image Processing
Due date: Monday, October 17, 11:59 pm

In this assignment you will implement several simple image processing operations: magnification, minification,
convolution and edge detection in an interactive application.

1 What your program should do

Your application should load an image file, display it using OpenGL, allow the user to choose which operation to
perform using a pop-up menu (additional numerical arguments can be read from standard input), display the result
of the operation; the menu should also have an option to save the result.

The following operations should be in the menu:

Scale Prompt for the user to type in two real scale factors for x and y directions, and the filter type: B for “box”,
H for “hat”, L for Lanczos, M for Mitchell. Non-positive values for scale factors should be rejected.

Smooth Perform a smoothing operation as described below.

Sharpen Perform a sharpening operation as described below.

Detect edges Prompt for the user to type in a threshold value for edge detection.

Mode No operation is performed; determines whether each subsequent operation is applied to the result of the
previous operation, or to the original image. For this item, create a submenu with two selections.

Load Prompt the user for the file to load.

Save Prompt the user for the file name to save to.

2 Implementation

The functions to read and write files in TGA format are provided on the class Web page. However, it is not very
common: the reason why we use this is to avoid linking with relatively complicated libraries. You may want to
use images in common formats and convert them to the TGA format. To do this, download Imagemagick utilities
utilities, for which binaries are available for a variety of platforms (of course, you can use any other software that
can do the conversion when it is available).

In all cases you will have to perform floating-point computations, i.e. before you process the image, convert it to
floating point numbers. Be careful when you convert the intensity values back to integers: the valid range is 0..255
and you should truncate your floating-point numbers if they happen to be outside of this range.

All operations should be applied to each color component separately.
Image processing applications are difficult to debug: always start with simple images, containing few pixels, for

which you can manually compute or guess the result. For example, use constant images (all pixels have the same
color), “delta-function” images (all pixels are black, and a single pixel in the center is white), “Heaviside” images
(all pixels in the right half are white, all pixels in the left half are black). Rather than loading such images from a
file, you can create arrays specifying these images directly in your code.
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2.1 Resize

This operation allows to specify different factors in each direction.
If the original image was M pixels horizontally and N pixels vertically, the resulting image should be floor(M*x scale)

by floor(N*y scale) pixels.
Magnification and minification are easier to implement separately. Depending on the values of x scale and y scale

the function resize should call one or two of following functions: magnifyX, magnifyY, minifyX,minifyY.
Each function performs magnification/minification by a given factor in the corresponding direction. resize calls

one or two of these functions depending on the values of the scale factors ( if a scale factor in x direction is less than
1, call minifyX if it is greater than 1, call magnifyX etc.)

2.2 Smooth, Sharpen

Both operations are implemented using one function convolve, that takes an image and a matrix of filter coefficients
as parameters.

The function convolve should compute the two-dimensional discrete convolution of the image with the filter.
The difference between smoothing and sharpening is only in the filter matrix.
Smoothing is essentially lowpass filtering. If an image has high-frequency noise or undesirable high-frequency

patterns, they can by smoothed out by a low-pass filter. Use the following 3 by 3 filter in your assignment:
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Sharpening is slightly trickier. A picture appears to be sharp if it has high-frequency structural components such

as edges or small details. Of course, it is impossible to recover higher frequencies if they are absent in the picture.
It is possible, however, to enhance these components if they are present but only with small amplitudes. The idea
of sharpening is to high-pass filter the image without suppressing low frequencies completely. One of the possible
filters for sharpening is
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3 Edge detection

You should implement the algorithm described at the lecture:
– convolve the image with two filters approximating the vertical and horizontal derivatives; do the convolution

for the luminance (Y) values of the pixels, computed using the formula

Y = 0.299 R+0.587 G+0.114 B

– set each pixel to 255 if the magnitude of the gradient is above threshold and to 0 if it is below.
You can do all three operations (two convolutions and thresholding) in parallel to avoid intermediate storage.
The resulting image will be white near the edges and black otherwise.

4 What to turn in

As always, the source code and a working executable of your program (see the Web page for the procedure to turn in
your assignment). In addition, several test images are the class Web page, along with a list of operations to perform
on these images. You should create the processed images with your program.
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